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The UK’s creative sector has 
grown twice as fast as the 
rest of the economy over the 
past decade. The film industry 
has been a particularly strong 
performer, not only surviving 
the global downturn but 
thriving in the process. Some 
of the most successful films 
of all time — the enduringly 
popular Harry Potter and 
James Bond franchises are 
just two examples — were 
conceived and created in the 
UK, generating huge profits 
and profile for all involved in 
their production.

According to the British 
Film Institute, the UK is now 

Introduction

the world’s second largest 
filmed entertainment market 
after the US. And British film 
talent — regularly rewarded 
and applauded at the world’s 
most prestigious film festivals 
and awards ceremonies 
— is not only highly 
prized on the world stage, 
but a highly marketable  
creative commodity.

As a statement from the 
Department for Culture, 
Media and Sport explains: 
“The creative industries are 
one of the UK’s greatest 
success stories, with British 
musicians, artists, fashion 
brands and films immediately 

recognisable in nations 
across the globe. Growing at 
almost twice the rate of the 
wider economy and worth a 
staggering £84bn a year, our 
creative industries are well 
and truly thriving…”

At Red Rock Entertainment, 
film is both our passion and 
our business. We work in 
conjunction with some of the 
best production companies 
in the UK to raise equity for 
independent film projects. 
We offer a suite of film-
investment opportunities, 
from private equity and 
distribution vehicles to EIS/
SEIS tax relief. 

Our investors benefit from 
uncapped upside potential, 
underpinned by EIS tax relief 
to help reduce downside risk.

A valuable and rapidly growing sector of the 
British economy, the UK film industry has doubled 
its contribution to the country;s GDP in the past  
20 years.
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Red Rock Entertainment 
works in conjunction with 
many of the UK’s top 
production companies to raise 
equity for film, TV content and  
film distribution. 

We offer a full suite of 
opportunities to investors, 
including SEIS and EIS tax 
relief, and private equity and 
distribution schemes. We 
work primarily on independent 
film and TV projects that are 
at an advanced stage and are 
looking for the final tranche  
of financing. 

To ensure we keep across 
the latest trends in film and 
television, our executive 
team attends all the major 
film festivals and industry 
gatherings, including the 

About Us

American Film Market (AFM), 
the Berlin International Film 
Festival and the Cannes 
International Film Festival. 

As executive producers, we 
can arrange for investors 
to visit sets during filming, 
appear as extras and attend 
private screenings. 

We also regularly arrange 
seminars at Elstree —home 
to some of the biggest TV 
shows on UK television 
and the studio of choice 
for many successful British 
filmmakers — at which high-
profile corporate and financial 
speakers offer advice and 
insight into the various tax 
advantages of investing in the 
UK film industry. 

What we do

is a film-finance 
company, based at  
the world-famous Elstree 
Studios. 

We work closely with  
UK film producers 
to raise equity for 
independent projects. 

We also raise funds for 
TV projects and  
film distribution.

Red Rock
Entertainment
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Executive producers either personally fund or raise the funding 
for motion pictures or television shows. They essentially act as 
the financial backer, helping production companies to secure 
the finances they need to drive their creative projects to the  
distribution stage. 

As executive producers, Red Rock Entertainment’s main role during 
the production process is to ensure that its film and TV projects are 
progressing according to schedule and budget. Although we have 
no direct input into a project’s editorial or artistic execution, we do 
have a say over anything that could affect its timing or marketability. 

Our focus is on content as an investment opportunity. We look 
for projects with commercial appeal, an identifiable audience, 
controllable costs and a sound financial structure. We also require 
that certain elements are in place before we commit ourselves or our 
investors to any film or TV venture.

All the finance we raise is channeled directly to the production 
team. And to ensure that projects remain commercially viable, we 
work alongside directors and producers on the set, bringing our 
commercial skills to the creative process. 

What we Look 
for in a  

Film Project

What we do
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Elstree Studios holds a 
unique place in the story of 
British film. Founded in 1926 
by young UK film producer 
Herbert Wilcox and Hollywood 
producer JD Williams, in its 
heyday it was known as the  
‘British Hollywood’. 

In the 90 years since it 
hosted its first feature film 
— Madame Pompadour 
starring the silent-screen 
siren Dorothy Gish — it has 
established itself as one 
of the UK’s top film and  
TV studios.

In the 1930s, Elstree helped 
launch the screen careers 

of stars such as Charles 
Laughton, Laurence Olivier, 
Anna Neagle, Googie 
Withers, Ray Milland and 
Stewart Granger. Its output 
was enormous and, and 
by the outbreak of the 
Second World War, it 
had produced more than  
200 features. 

Elstree has been the studio 
of choice for many legendary 
producers and directors, 
from Alfred Hitchcock — 
who directed the fabulous 
Marlene Dietrich in Stage 
Fright there — to George 
Lucas, Steven Spielberg and  
Stanley Kubrick.  Among 

the contemporary giants of 
UK film to have worked at 
the studio are Danny Boyle, 
Tom Hooper, Guy Ritchie and  
Matthew Vaughn. 

In terms of its feature-film 
credits, Elstree has been the 
cradle of such iconic brands 
as the Star Wars and Indiana 
Jones trilogies, Superman, 
Moby Dick, The Dam Busters, 
The Shining, Ice Cold in Alex 
and Labyrinth. 
At the last count, more than 
800 feature films and a 
similar number of television 
programmes have been 
produced at the facility. 

About Elstree Studios
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About Elstree Studios

Dorothy Gish Young 
Hitchcock

Alfred Hitchcock
& Marlene Dierich

Laurence Olivier Indiana Jones

The ShiningStar WarsSuperman
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Sherlock Holmes: 
A Game of Shadows

The King’s Speech

Dancing on IcePaddington

Suffragette

About Elstree Studios

Oueen
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Most recently, Elstree hosted 
The World’s End, starring 
Simon Pegg; Sherlock 
Holmes: A Game of Shadows, 
starring Jude Law and Robert 
Downey Jnr; Under the Skin, 
starring Scarlett Johansson; 
The King’s Speech, starring 
Colin Firth; Suffragette, 
starring Carey Mulligan and 
Helena Bonham-Carter; and 
Paddington Bear, named 
the highest grossing British 
independent film of 2014. 

Elstree studio’s television 
credits are equally impressive, 
filming shows like: Big Brother 
for Channel 5; Dancing on 
Ice, Who Wants To Be A 
Millionaire? and Red or Black 
for ITV; The Voice for BBC, 

My Mad Fat Diary for E4, lets 
not forget Eastenders and 
television specials including 
ITV’s Michael Buble: Home 
for Christmas; and children’s 
shows, such as The Slammer 
for BBC and Bunnytown  
for Disney. 

Elstree is also a popular 
destination for commercials 
and has recently provided 
stage space to several top 
brands, including Morrison’s, 
Gucci, Stella Artois, 
Littlewoods, BT, River Island 
and NatWest. 

Most recently, Burberry shot 
its Christmas commercial 
featuring Romeo Beckham on 
George Lucas Stage 1. With 

seven film and TV stages and 
green-screen stage, Elstree 
offers more than 60,000 sq ft  
of stage space. 

The famed George Lucas 
stages are not only two of 
the highest in Europe, but 
offer exceptional grid loading  
and power. 

This makes them popular 
choices as rehearsal stages 
for many of the world’s top 
recording artists, such as Take 
That, Alicia Keys, Kylie, Muse, 
Rihanna, One Direction, Jay Z 
and The Chemical Brothers.

ITV’s Michael Buble;  
Home for Christmas

MuseRihanna

About Elstree Studios

Big BrotherThe Voice
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Television Productions

GENRE: 
STARRING:
DIRECTOR:
WRITER:

No Easy Days has an intense storyline concerning the Presidents daughter. She is 
kidnapped by a man who appears to be a British Terrorist and is held for ransom. Navy 
Seal commandos are dispatched by the president to rescue his daughter since he cannot 
negotiate with terrorists. Without spoiling the excitement, something more sinister is at  
work here!

Drama
Sean Brosnan, Simon Phillips, Michael Hogan, Peter Outerbridge, Al Sapienza
Paul Tanter
Paul Tanter, Jonathan Westwood, Simon Phillips

NO EASY DAYS
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GENRE: 
STARRING:
DIRECTOR:
WRITER:

Si-Fi
Michael Copon, Simon Phillips, Sheena Colette, Eve Mauro
Paul Tanter
Paul Tanter, Paul Robert Lingas, Simon Phillips, Arkiesha Roberts

DYSTOPIA

It is the year 2037. Our world is dying, slowly, from a virus that has rendered mankind infertile. 
Not a single child has been born in 25 years. Governments are now powerless puppets for 
the biggest corporations and Biocorp, the world’s biggest, keeps promising a cure that never 
comes. A pair of scientists (Michael Copon and Simon Phillips) are attempting to create the 
world first teleporter, manage to create something even more powerful: time machines.

Television Productions
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Television Productions

GENRE: 
STARRING:
DIRECTOR:
WRITER:

Fun, adventure, outstanding locations, glamorous presenters, great music, interesting people 
and a sprinkling of comedy — what’s not to like about this quality factual entertainment show, 
which delivers exactly what its title promises. The models turned presenters, Joshua Kloss and 
Jessica Harbour, travel across the US on a ultra cool Harley-Davidson motorcycle, reviewing 
yachts and motorcycles. 

Adventure
Jessica Harbour, Josh Kloss, Michael O’Dwyer
Sebastian Lyte
Sebastian Lyte

BOATS ‘N BIKES
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GENRE: 
STARRING:
DIRECTOR:
WRITER:

Some journeys are measured by what you sacrifice to get there

JANUARY 2017

Sci-Fi
Michael Copon, Simon Phillips, Peter Woodward, Al Sapienza, Eve Mauro
Paul Tanter
Paul Tanter, Travis Seppala

ENDEAVOR

Earth, 2065. Nuclear missiles have just been fired and World War Three has started. People 
have less than 45 minutes to get to a bunker or get off the planet. Desperate people mob 
spaceports and private space ships. The crew of the Endeavour just make it to another craft 
after their ship is damaged. Once in space, all the craft are issued with a mission: find humanity 
a new home. It’s a challenge that sends the Endeavour space crew to uncharted regions of  
the galaxy.

Television Productions
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Film Productions
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GENRE: 
STARRING:
DIRECTOR:
WRITER:

Comedy
Timothy Spall
Stephen Cookson
Stephen Cookson, Falcon Fields, Timothy Spall

STANLEY, A MAN OF VARIETY (AKA: Eye Digress, The Special One)

Stanley is a middle-aged man who enjoys watching classic British films and TV shows. When 
he finds himself in prison for a crime he believes he didn’t commit, he begins to talk to his 
comedy heroes from the past. The brilliant award winning Timothy Spall plays all 15 characters 
in this nightmarish tale of a man riddled with delusions.

Film Productions
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Film Productions

GENRE: 
STARRING:
DIRECTOR:
WRITER:

Failed stand-up comedian James Mullinger comes to a crossroads in his life. No one wants 
to see him perform, his wife is fed up and his daytime boss has given him an ultimatum — 
take a promotion and never do stand-up again or, stick to the comedy and says goodbye to 
the day job. Worse still, his boss — the editor of CQ — wants him to interview the greatest 
comedians in the UK and North America for an upcoming comedy special. And the kicker is 
that he must secure an interview with the elusive Dustin Langer, the world’s greatest stand-up, 
or the promotion is off the table. 

Comedy
James Buckley, Paul Kaye, MyAnna Burring, and a long list of top comedians
Mark Murphy
Mark Murphy

COMEDIANS GUIDE TO SURVIVAL
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GENRE: 
STARRING:
DIRECTOR:
WRITER:

Comedy | Family
Luke Newberry, Genevieve Gaunt, Ian Hart, Iain Glen, Lesley Sharp
Betsan Morris Evans
Rob Isted

DUSTY & ME (AKA: Slapper & Me)

Derek Springfield, an 18-year-old misfit, is at home for the summer, waiting for his Oxbridge 
results. He kills time by exercising a no-chance greyhound, Slapper, and admiring out-of-his-
league beauty Chrissie from afar. Under Derek’s loving care, Slapper gets fitter and faster — so 
fast she’s stolen for her racing potential. A miserable Derek is beside himself. But just when 
he thinks he’ll never see Slapper again, she escapes from her captors and finds her way back  
to Derek. 

Film Productions
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Film Productions

GENRE: 
STARRING:

DIRECTOR:
WRITER:

A devastating nuclear war between America and China renders Earth uninhabitable. Those with 
access to a spacecraft escape the planet and the two sides each decide to search for a new 
home for humanity. As the crew of Pegasus approach a potential new world, they come across 
another ship. Is it their salvation? Or will it doom them and the rest of humanity to extinction? 

Sci-Fi
Blaine Gray, Simon Phillips, Rebecca Ferdinando, Deji LaRay, Rita Ramnani, 
Paul Thomas Arnold, Peter Woodward
Simon Phillips
Paul Tanter

THE LAST SCOUT
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GENRE: 
STARRING:

DIRECTOR:
WRITER:

Thriller
David O’Hara, Isabelle Allen, Lisa Gormley, Neil Pearson, Toyah Willcox,  
Nick Cornwall, Bill Fellows, Stuart Sessions
Steve Stone
Steve Stone

IN EXTREMIS (AKA: Extremis)

Alex, a successful executive, returns home to his wife and daughter and their beautiful country 
home. But something sinister is going on; there’s an atmosphere of dread, as though some 
terrible tragedy has polluted his home. Then the focus shifts from the unspoken pain of Alex’s 
family to cataclysmic event that’s unfolding ‘out there’ in the surrounding landscape. 

Film Productions

David O’Hara                 Isabelle Allen

IT’S THE END OF THEIR WORLD
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Film Productions

GENRE: 
STARRING:

DIRECTOR:
WRITER:

It’s Christmas Day and the Milgram family wakes to find a mysterious black substance 
surrounding their house. Something monumental is clearly happening right outside their 
door — but what exactly? Bemused and confused, they turn on the television, desperate  
for information. 

On screen a message glows ominously: ‘Stay indoors and await further instructions’. As the 
television exerts an ever-more sinister grip, their paranoia escalates into bloody carnage. 

Horror
David Bradley, Abigail Cruttenden, Sam Gittins, Holly Weston, Grant Masters,
Neerja Naik, Kris Saddler
Johnny Kevorkian
Gavin Williams

AWAIT FURTHER INSTRUCTIONS
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GENRE: 
STARRING:

DIRECTOR:
WRITER:

   Heretiks                 1               

Her etiks
A PAUL HYETT FILM

Horror
Clare Higgins, Ania Marson, Rosie Day, Hannah Arteton, Katie Sheridan,  
Emily Tucker, Michael Ironside
Paul Hyett
Gregory Blair

HERETIKS
It is the 17th century, a dark age where superstition is rife, faith is tested to its limit and the 
currency is fear and suspicion. A young woman called Persephone, whose past is an intriguing 
mystery, is accused of murdering her master and mistress. She is saved from execution and led 
to a priory to repent her sins. But it soon becomes clear that a greater evil lies within.

Film Productions

Heretiks
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Film Productions

GENRE: 
STARRING:

DIRECTOR:
WRITER:

Jack Cregan, career criminal, family man and vicious armed robber, wants revenge. His father 
Alfie has been brutally murdered and the money from a heist stolen. Jack, his cousin Sammy 
and fellow gang members Eddie and Frank set out to avenge Alfie’s murder and recoup the 
money — only it’s not that simple. Once Jack begins to dig, he realises that his life will never 
be the same again. 

Action | Thriller
Craig Fairbrass, Nick Moran, James Cosmo, Steven Berkoff, Mem Ferda,
Tony Denham, Nathalie Cox,
Mark McQueen
Craig Fairbrass

LONDON HEIST (AKA: Gunned Down)
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GENRE: 
STARRING:

DIRECTOR:
WRITER:

Crime | Thriller
Vincent Regan, Kumud Pant, Jon Campling, Stephen Marcus,  
Robert Cavanah
Neil Horner
Allen Beever, Neil Horner 

THE LONDON FIRM (AKA: AB Negative)

Two hit men become pawns in a sadistic game in this stylish gangster thriller set in London’s 
feral underworld. It all starts when the men come round in the back of a truck, drugged and 
confused. A mysterious female assassin attempts to play them against one another in what 
soon degenerates into a blood-soaked tale of violence and duplicity. 

Film Productions

THE 
LONDON

FIRM
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Film Productions

GENRE: 
STARRING:

DIRECTOR:
WRITER

Alfie Jennings. Loving father. Faithful husband. One of the founding members of an elite hit-man 
fraternity called Homefront. Haunted by horrific visions of the men he has killed, Alfie spirals 
into madness as his past catches up with him. His panic attacks begin compromise both his 
professional and personal life. With a sheltered daughter on the brink of womanhood and a 
beautiful, neglected wife on the brink of despair, can Alfie hold his world together?

Drama | Thriller 
Craig Fairbrass, Emmett J Scanlan, James Cosmo, Mem Ferda, Amanda Wass 
Tamer Hassan, Olivia Grant, Bruce Payne, Rab Affleck
Jonnie Malachi
Jonnie Malachi

BREAKDOWN

BREAKDOWN 
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GENRE: 
STARRING:
DIRECTOR:
WRITER:

Comedy | Horror
Cara Theobold, Emily Atack, Algina Lipskis, Jordan Coulson, Homer Todiwala
Andy Edwards
Andy Edwards

IBIZA UNDEAD
A group of young people head to Ibiza for the holiday of a lifetime and all the sun, sea and sex 
they can handle. But after only one drunken evening, the friends find themselves fleeing from a 
zombie outbreak, which quickly spreads across the party island…

Film Productions
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GENRE: 
STARRING:

DIRECTOR:
WRITER:

Drama
Jack Davenport, Alice Eve, Graham McTavish, Richard O’Brien,  
Cohen Holloway, Ariadna Cabrol Espinal
Niall Johnson
Emily Corcoran

THE STOLEN
New Zealand in the 1860s. Charlotte Lockton and her wealthy husband David move to a farm 
on the North Island. But Charlotte’s dreams are shattered when David is murdered and her 
baby son is kidnapped. A month after paying the ransom, frustrated with the apathy of the 
authorities and distrusting of her staff, Charlottes decides to track down her husband’s killer 
and her son’s kidnapper on her own. 

Film Productions
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GENRE: 
STARRING:

DIRECTOR:
WRITER:

Drama
Sir John Hurt, Sofia Helin, Erin Richards, Max Brown

Eric Styles
Book by NJ Crisp’s | Screenplay Charles Savage

THAT GOOD NIGHT
Ralph, a once-famous screenwriter and film director, is in his seventies and terminally ill. He 
has two final ambitions: to be reconciled to his long-lost son Michael and to ensure he does 
not become a burden to his devoted young wife. But Ralph wrecks all hope of reconciliation 
when he picks a fight with Michael’s girlfriend. He is then contacted by ‘The Visitor’, a sinister 
stranger whom he has hired to ensure a painless end to his life. But The Visitor plays a  
devastating trick…

Film Productions
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GENRE: 
STARRING:

DIRECTOR:
WRITER:

Drama
Steven Berkoff

Stephen Cookson
William Shakespeare

SHAKESPEARE’S HEROES & VILLAINS
Meet Shakespeare’s most notorious villains with Steven Berkoff as your informed and 
entertaining guide. From the ‘genius villain’ that is Richard III to the ‘wannabe villain, Macbeth’ 
— not forgetting Hamlet, Iago and Shylock — Berkoff explores some of the Bard’s most 
notorious characters in a performance that is part masterclass in Shakespearean acting, part 
stand-up comedy and part academic analysis.

Film Productions
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GENRE: 
STARRING:

DIRECTOR:
WRITER:

Drama
Steven Berkoff

Stephen Cookson
Edgar Allan Poe

THE TELL TALE HEART
Considered to be one of Steven Berkoff’s best dramatizations, The Tell Tale Heart is based on 
the short story of the same name by Edgar Allan Poe. First published in 1843 and widely held to 
be a classic of the Gothic fiction genre, it tells the gruesome tale of a lonely servant who plots to 
kill an old man because of his evil ‘vulture’ eye. The murder is carefully planned, with the body 
dismembered and hidden under the floorboards. 

Film Productions
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GENRE: 
STARRING:

DIRECTOR:
WRITER:

Comedy
Danny Trejo, Kevin Smith, Jason Mewes, Matt Willis, Stan Lee, 
Teri Hatcher, Vinnie Jones, Judd Nelson, Casper Van Dien, 
Dean Cain, Gina Carano, Mickey Gooch
Jason Mewes, Dominic Burns
Chris Anastasi

MADNESS IN THE METHOD (AKA: MEWES)

The only way to survive in Hollywood is to toughen up. At least that’s the advice Kevin Smith, 
aka Slient Bob, passes on to his best friend Jason ‘Jay’ Mewes. Only Smith didn’t expect his 
advice to turn Jay into a psychopathic killer. No longer content with being known as Jay, the 
vocal half of the Jay and Silent Bob stoner duo, Mewes takes matters into his own hands. He 
hatches a plot to dethrone Smith, take over his universe and emerge from Silent Bob’s shadow. 

       MADNESS IN THE METHOD         1 

ETHOD
ADNESSM
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Film Productions
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Film Productions

GENRE: 
STARRING:

DIRECTOR:
WRITER:

Sci-Fi
John Hannah, Olivia Grant, Chike Okonkwo, Ed Stoppard, Paul Nicholls

Bartolomeo Ruspoli, Fred Hutton-Mills
Bartolomeo Ruspoli, Fred Hutton-Mills

GENESIS - THE FALL OF EDEN
Four years after The Confederation of Eastern states implemented their “final solution” against 
the West, and unleashed chemical Armageddon, a small group of survivors resists the polluted 
earth above ground in an operational subterranean government silo called Eden. This new 
world is brutal and unforgiving. A world where humanity is often a currency too dear to afford. 
Where food, water and medicine are scarce.
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Film Distribution

Red Rock Entertainment’s distribution activities span both 
the traditional and non-traditional platforms, from high-
profile festival screenings to generating social-media buzz 
to help build audience awareness before the film is launched 
in key markets. A bespoke marketing, promotion and 
distribution strategy is created for every project, depending 
on its demographic and geographic appeal. Some are given 
the full red-carpet movie-premiere treatment and remain in 
theatres for a number of weeks. Others are released straight 
to television, VOD, DVD or Blu-ray disc. 

The majority of our projects are in the final stages of 
completion and seeking investment to help 

to cover the costs of theatrical release, 
distribution and promotion. We have a 

number of investment vehicles targeted 
specifically at film distribution, 
which offer our investors not only 
interesting returns, but a share of 
the profits generated from DVD 
and, Blu-ray discs, VOD and 
rental subscriptions.

Distribution 
Investments
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GENRE: 
STARRING:

DIRECTOR:
WRITER:

Mystery | Romance |Thriller 
Jeremy Irons, Mélanie Laurent, Charlotte Rampling, Christopher Lee, Lena Olin, 
Jack Huston, Martina Gedeck
Bille August
Pascal Mercier (novel), Greg Latter & Ulrich Herrmann (screenplay)

THE NIGHT TRAIN TO LISBON
Jeremy Irons plays Raimund Gregorius, a Swiss professor, who saves a beautiful Portuguese 
woman from leaping to her death. Shortly after, he stumbles upon a mesmerising book by 
a Portuguese author, which inspires him to abandon his dull academic life and embark on 
a search for the book’s author. It’s a decision that leads Gregorius into a thrilling intellectual 
adventure that transcends time space and takes him on a journey to the very heart of himself.

Film Distribution
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Film Distribution

GENRE: 
STARRING:

DIRECTOR:
WRITER:

Todd wants everything to be just perfect at the family cottage, where he plans to propose to 
Cammie. But things go awry with the arrival of Todd’s slacker brother Salinger and his free-
spirited girlfriend Masha. When Todd accidentally dispatches his irksome sibling with an axe, 
Cammie is determined not to let murder stand in the way of their happiness. 

Comedy | Crime | Horror
Malin Akerman, Tyler Labine, Lucy Punch, Dan Petronijevic, Benjamin Ayres
Kenneth Welsh, Nancy Beatty
Peter Wellington
Jeremy Boxen

COTTAGE COUNTRY
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GENRE: 
STARRING:

DIRECTOR:
WRITER:

Comedy 
Colm Meaney, Fred Willard, Kevin P. Farley, Nicole Forester, Martin Maloney,
Lynette Callaghan, Annie Kitral
Sean Lackey
Sean Lackey

THE YANK
Tom Murphy is a middle-aged bachelor from Cleveland in the US, whose view of Ireland comes 
from The Quiet Man, starring John Wayne. He also tends to let the expectations of his family 
get in the way of finding true love. When his best friend, Marty, decides to get married in Ireland, 
Tom finds himself at the centre of an epic — and hilarious — adventure. In this is a farcical satire 
on Irish America and its ‘paddywhackery’, Tom comes face to face with the real Ireland. 

Film Distribution
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The UK has  two government-sponsored investment schemes for direct investment in companies: 
the Enterprise Investment Scheme (EIS) and the Seed Enterprise Investment Scheme (SEIS). 
Both schemes, which offer generous tax relief, were set up to encourage investment into start-
up businesses that are not listed on a stock exchange. Investment in unquoted companies 
often carries a high risk. The tax relief is intended to offer some compensation for that risk.

Enterprise Investment Scheme

Income Tax Relief

The Enterprise Investment 
Scheme (EIS) was introduced 
by the UK government in 
1994 with the aim of helping 
small UK companies to raise 
capital from private investors. 

While an EIS investment is not 
without risk, the incentives for 
those looking for tax-efficient 
ways to invest are extremely 
attractive. These benefits 
include:

Investors can claim a rebate of 30% of the amount invested from income tax paid in the year 
prior to investment, or on tax that is owed in the tax year of investment. Relief can be claimed 
on up to a maximum of £1,000,000 invested in shares in EIS-qualifying companies, giving 
a maximum tax reduction in any one year of £300,000, providing the investor has sufficient 
income-tax liability to cover it. Shares must be held for at least 3 years.

EIS Investments

EIS
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Capital Gains Tax Exemption
If the investment is successful and a profit is made on the sale of shares in an EIS-qualifying 
company, the investor will be exempt from capital gains tax on the profit made.

EIS Investments

Capital Gains Tax Deferral 
If investors have any capital 
gains tax to pay in the current 
or next tax year, or if they 
have paid capital gains tax 
in the last two to three years, 
they can claim back or defer 
tax to the equivalent of up to 
20% (or 28% if the gain is on 
a residential property or for 
2015/16) of the capital they 
have invested in the EIS-
qualifying company. If the 
gain is deferred, when the 

If a loss is made on the disposal of EIS shares then the loss, less the 30% initial relief may be 
set against income or capital gains for tax purposes.

Loss Relief 

EIS shares are disposed of 
then the gain will crystallise 
at the prevailing rate at that 
time. The payment of tax 
on a capital gain can be 
deferred where the gain is 
invested in the shares of an 
EIS-qualifying company. A 
capital gain can arise from the 
disposal of any kind of asset, 
but the investment must be 
made within a period of one 
year before or three years 

after the gain arose. There 
are no minimum or maximum 
amounts for deferral, nor 
is there a minimum period 
for which the shares must  
be held. 

The deferred capital gain is 
brought back into charge 
whenever the shares are 
disposed of, or are deemed 
to have been disposed of 
under the EIS legislation.

EIS investors can place a maximum of £1,000,000 in a single tax year,    
which can be spread over a number of companies. 
A company can raise no more than £5,000,000 in total via EIS investment 
in a 12 month period. 
Investors have no control over companies that receive their capital and 
must not hold more than a 30% stake in any company in which they invest.  
Companies seeking investment must be based in the UK and have a 
permanent base in the country. 
The company’s trade must be no more than seven years old. 
Tax relief of 30% can be claimed in the current or previous tax year (from  
date of share certificate). 
A capital gains deferral can be claimed against the current tax year. 
No inheritance tax to be paid after two years. No income tax or capital gain 
tax to be paid on any profits on disposal. 
Loss relief on any monies lost can be claimed at current tax rate. 
Monies must remain in the company for three years to benefit from  
the above. 
 

   Key Points 
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As with the EIS, a percentage 
(50% in the case of SEIS) of 
the cost of an investment 
can be claimed against the 
investor’s income tax liability 
for the tax year in which the 
investment was made. 

The maximum investment 
through the SEIS in any 
tax year is £100,000. As 
with the EIS or there is no 
capital gains tax, inheritance 
tax to be paid on an SEIS  
investment opportunity. 

Income Tax Relief

The Seed Enterprise Investment Scheme (SEIS) complements the EIS by offering a range of 
tax reliefs to individual investors who purchase shares in smaller, early-stage companies. The 
SEIS is intended to compensate for the difficulties faced by start-ups in attracting investment 
by offering tax relief at a higher rate than that offered by the existing EIS. 

Income tax relief is available to investors who 
subscribe for qualifying shares in a company that 
meets the SEIS requirements and who have UK tax 
liability against which to set the relief. However, there 
are certain rules:

Shares must be held for a period of three years. If 
shares are disposed of within the three-year period, 
or if any of the qualifying conditions cease to be met 
during that period, relief will be withdrawn or reduced. 
Relief is available at 50% of the cost of the shares, on 
a maximum annual investment of £100,000. 
Relief is given by way of a reduction of tax liability, 
which requires that there is sufficient tax liability 
against which to set it. 
A claim for relief can be made up to five years after 
the January 31 following the tax year in which the 
investment was made. 

SEIS

Seed Enterprise Investment Scheme

SEIS Investments

Capital Gains Tax relief
If the investor has a Capital Gains Tax liability in the year of investment, then up to 50% of the 
amount invested can be offset against that Capital Gain, with a potential saving of 10%, being 
half of 20% (14% for gains on residential properties).
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SEIS Investments

Who can Participate in SEIS?
Unconnected shareholders should be entitled to all the aforementioned relief schemes. 
For connected shareholders, income tax relief and capital gains tax exemption are not  
normally available. 

‘Connection’ is defined by a financial interest in, or employment by, the company. Financial 
interest occurs where the subscriber and their associates (such as parents, children and 
business partners) control more than 30% of the company. Employment generally includes 
directorships but precludes the employment of associates, although directors can participate in 
SEIS companies if holding under 30%. Furthermore, there is an exemption for business angels 
who become directors. 

The above is intended as brief guide only. Red Rock Entertainment is not a financial advisor and, 
as with any investment or tax-related issue, it is important that potential investors seek advice 
from a financial advisor. 

Capital Gains Tax Exemption
If the investment is successful and a profit is made on the sale of shares in an SEIS-qualifying 
company, the investor will be exempt from capital gains tax on the profit made.

Loss Relief
If a loss is made on the disposal of SEIS shares then the loss, less the 30% initial relief may be 
set against income or capital gains for tax purposes.

   Key Points 

SEIS investors can place a maximum of £100,000 in a single tax year, which can be spread 
over a number of companies. 
A company can raise no more than £150,000 in total via SEIS investment. 
Investors have no control over companies that receive their capital and must not hold more 
than a 30% stake in any company in which they invest. 
Companies seeking investment must be based in the UK and have a permanent base in  
the country. 
Companies must have fewer than 25 employees. In the case of parent companies, that 
figure applies to the entire group. 
The company’s trade must be no more than two years old and the company must have 
gross assets of less than £200,000. 
Tax relief of 50% can be claimed in the current or previous tax year (from date of  
share certificate). 
A capital gains write-off of 50% of any gain can be claimed against the current tax year. 
No inheritance tax to be paid after two years. 
No income tax or capital gain tax to be paid on any profits on disposal.
Loss relief on any monies lost can be claimed at current tax rate. 
Monies must remain in the company for three years to benefit from the above. 
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Contact Details
 

Red Rock Entertainment Ltd,
Suite 12 Elstree Studios, Shenley Rd,

Borehamwood, Hertfordshire,
WD6 1JG, United Kingdom

Telephone: +44 203 745 5380

info@redrockentertainment.com
www.redrockentertainment.com


